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Poster making competition was organised in Sasmira’s Institute of Management Studies
for MMS SEM I Students in ‘Information Technology for Management’ subject. The theme
for poster making competition was IQMS-ERP success stories. Students were divided in
group of four to prepare posters on the unique case ERP Implementation in IQMS
Customers. IQMS is a privately held, global software company based in Paso Robles,
California. The company develops and markets manufacturing ERP and real time
manufacturing execution systems to the automotive, medical, packaging, consumer
goods, aerospace, defence, agriculture and other manufacturing industries

IQMS customers reduce inventory costs, eliminate downtime, control quality, automate
their plant floors and gain visibility throughout their supply chains.
IQMS takes pride in our customers and how they have used the EnterpriseIQ ERP and
MES software solution to improve the efficiency of their plants and most importantly,
their profitability. Through poster making students learnt about IQMS customers, their
business issues and how IQMS was able to help them:


Support growth by 60% without



additional labour resources


Reduce monthly shipping errors
to zero

Improve product availability by as



much as 50%

Reduce maintenance costs more
than 70%



100% on-time delivery



Reduce repair time by 75%



Reduce expedited freight costs by



Increase

nearly 95%


Cut

month-end close time

Increased

as



ISO

inventory

Reduced scrap by 66%

Improve accountability across the
enterprise

turns

by



30%


for

compliance

much as 75%


traceability

Improve internal and customer
communications,



Reduce inventory variances by as
much as 80%

Students came up with wonderful ideas of explaining the concept of ERP. One such
creative idea was explaining the concept with the help of branch and leaves. Overall the
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entire activity initiated a great learning spirit among students. The outcome was
spectacular! Each team’s perception, originality and creativity in handling the case was
noteworthy.
Posters provided visual, colourful, simple ways to communicate ERP issues and
Challenges and, are displayed in MMS SEM-I Division B classroom.

Glimpses of Events:
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